OVER A CENTURY
OF EXPERIENCE.
OSV has the answer for your parish to communicate
your vision and mission through OSV Envelope
Solutions. OSV has been helping parishes teach
stewardship and increase their contributions
through envelopes ever since our founder, Fr. John
Francis Noll, introduced the concept to Catholic
parishes around the country in 1916. That expertise
is combined with knowing not one size fits all. Our
outstanding customer satisfaction team will listen
to your parish’s needs and find the solution that best
suits you and your parish.

ENVELOPE
SOLUTIONS

Save your parish time
and money
Increase the number of
parishioners who contribute
Evangelize and educate
Teach stewardship at every
age level
Outstanding consultation,
customer service, and support

Call OSV today for more information, or set up
your first consultation: 800.348.2886 ext. 3000

DISCOVER YOUR
SOLUTION.
OSV’s wide variety of solutions and designs makes it possible
to meet the unique needs of every parish, large and small.
Combined with cutting-edge technology, your envelope
solution will not only be easy and convenient but will also
reduce postage costs by using Total Address Quality technology
to scan, cleanse, and modify addresses. Our series of processes
virtually eliminate returned mail and keep your address list
current, correct, and complete. In addition, our Intelligent Mail
Barcode gives you the ability to track your mail through the
United States Postal Service®. OSV also proactively monitors
reports on the progress of your mail, so your parish can be
assured of on-time delivery.

Your parish can choose our Periodic Mailing solution,
a proven way to increase the number of contributors
and contributions by giving your parish the flexibility to
choose how often you want to send envelopes, and how
to maximize your mailing as an ongoing communication
tool. You can choose from a variety of designs or create
your own. We also offer a Starter Set service in order
to reduce the amount of time required to start new
parishioners on your Periodic Mailing program. These
sets consist of a weekly envelope, preprinted with
parishioner information for each Sunday of the month in
your program and sent directly to parishioners’ homes.
If your parish is looking to increase opportunities to
give while generating a welcoming environment, Bulk
Envelopes are the solution for your parish. Available in
increments of 500 and in nearly any design or a custom
design of your choice, this solution is great for the new

visitor, traveling parishioner, or even for the parishioner
who may have forgotten their weekly envelope.
We also offer a Boxed Set solution that ships one
box of 52 weekly envelopes directly to the parish or
parishioners. These sets come consecutively numbered
and include all your Holy Days, diocesan collections, and
other collections per the request of your parish. OSV will
store your sets free of charge until they are ready to be
shipped out. You can select a beautiful design from our
stewardship series or customized design.
All these solutions can be paired with Children and
Teen Envelopes to teach stewardship at influential ages,
as well as Holy Day and Special Collection Envelopes
to keep your parishioners educated and informed
about different funds and ministries your parish may be
supporting.

Call OSV today for more information,
or set up your first consultation: 800.348.2886 ext. 3000

Don’t forget that your weekly offering envelopes for
adults and children are not only available in a variety
of beautiful designs, but are also fully customizable as
well, so you can tell your unique parish story. You can
also enhance your solution by adding letters, mail back
envelopes, record of contribution cards, online giving
reminders, and much more.

osv.com

Steve Mandarino, Parish Manager
Corpus Christi Catholic Church
Phoenix, AZ

“

“

Just looking at the envelopes themselves, the
feel of them, Our Sunday Visitor is better
quality. I don’t know if it’s the paper or the ink,
but OSV has also met expectations... They
work with us in a partnership with the parish
to help meet our needs.

TO SERVE THE CHURCH.
osv.com

